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About This Game

A year has passed since the first encounter with the Haunted Hotel. Since then, a lone FBI agent has taken the case and
discovered that the mystery is deeper than originally suspected. His investigation leads him to the Lonely Star, a Hotel with an
intriguing mystery surrounding it. Can our hero find out who is behind the disappearances and close the case once and for all?

Help the agent seek out the answers in his thrilling investigation of Haunted Hotel 2!

Solve mysterious disappearances
Navigate eerie environments

Fiendish puzzles & mini-games
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I don't know what's going on, but since a while now, when I buy a game, I expect it to work fine. It doesn't matter what I do to
correct it, There's no way I can play that game. I really wanted to play that game, but nada. At the moment I push on the play
icone ith my mouse, it says that I have to update Direct X in order to play the game. I do it and nothing's changed. I have to do it
all over again.

I really wanted to play Warrare Big Time guys. I would really apprecciate it if someone had a similar problem and could give me
an Advice to help me making work this Game.

Stevick. aight ill be straight up as a real NYC T\/O (motorman) i can tell u the physics like braking power is very very
unrealistic and not just for this volume, 1 2 and 3 also had terrible physics the graphics r stunning but thats where realism stops
basicaly. The trains brake waay to hard if u hafve ever driven a real R36 Redbird ( the name of the train model u get in this
game) u will know that the brakes arnt anywhere close to as powerful as they r in this game. thats my 2 cents. This game is
probably the worst space sim game I have ever played.
-My computer meets the minimum system reqiurements and it still lags even on super low graphics
-For the few minutes I did actually play the game without lag the controls were terrible and i couldn't even fly the ship correctly.
- the ai is terrible(for me)
. I play this game and it bested my expectation of what i had exspected it would be.

I play each of the three route. Its very hard to put it into word. Each story was unique and I was amazied how they chance each
ending with little tweak with the character and story they did with It make me wish for more.

I wish i could explain how it better how amazing this visual novel is and the emotion I felt after reading it.
It is definitely a story worth it's in gold 11 for 10
. This is a gem of a war game. Plenty of action or combat to keep you interested and focused.
They should have made a sequel to this one or came out with some DLCs for this one.
This is a game that should have set the standard for the Medal Of Honor,COD and the
Battlefield series.
A classic example of what a war game should be.
For those armchair soldiers out there I highly recommend it.. How is "Pluto" not a word?. Still better then most current day
racing games.. If you enjoyed the original Metroid games chances are you will enjoy this. I know I liked it, though it was outside
of my skill level.. I like this game...but...i screwed it a little with gold \/ gems at begin, so im asking - is tehre some way to
DELETE my game profile and start again from beginning?. Back in the day this game was probably the best sim racing game
out there. However now it is really showing its age to the point where it is simply not worth spending the cash on considering as
there are so many better games in this genre out there currently. Installing mods for this game is a hassle compared to rfactor 2
which is another negative. I bought this game as part of a bundle for £1.99 and its not worth it. Steam wants £18.99 they must be
having a laugh.
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i hate my friends.. VIDEOBALL is the most realistic simulation of VIDEOBALL that video games have ever seen.

This game is best played with a group of friends or enimes.. dark, tricky and in a nice style. A Yuzusoft title!. Buy it when its on
sale. Only thing that's worthy for this DLC is unlocking a raid mode character. Sadly you have to complete the DLC to unlock
said character.

I tried playing this DLC on my toaster laptop and the game froze the moment I shot something.. Woodle Tree 2: Worlds
honestly seems like it was never quite ready to be released. The first game was cute and great, only issue was the camera
controls were highly lacking. This game fixes that camera issue and lets you adjust it to your liking.
Camera aside, the game is highly unstable. Multiple accounts from multiple people all seem to be the same, "I crash on
loading..". You'll crash on a loading screen more often than not. In my estimated 6 hrs played, I've crashed on a loading screen
an estimated 30 times. It's horribly frustrating and causes you to lose a lot of progress and things of that nature.
There is only one upside to all of this crap, and that's the dev[s] seems to be fairly active on the games forum and is more than
willing to try and help you out if there is a fix, though note the problem will not be your computer, it will DEFINITELY be the
game.
The only way I would recommend buying this game is if you're buying it for Steam Cards, in which case buy it on sale!. Review
for the English version:

Needs a proper editor. I made it ten minutes in before I quit the game. The translation is pretty bad, full of run-on sentences,
misused words, and constantly jumping between past and present tenses. I understand that English is probably not a native
language for the development team (judging by the writing in their developer updates), and that's perfectly fine; but if you
release a visual novel (i.e. a written work) that's badly written, you're going to get a bad review.

Objectively speaking (i.e. not judging by the plot or characters or any of the creative aspects, but purely from a factual stance
on the writing and grammar), this game is bad.

DISCLAIMER: WHAT I'M GOING TO SAY NEXT IS PURELY MY OWN OPINION. I HAVE NO EVIDENCE FOR ANY
OF IT.
I find it highly suspicious that the first game from an unknown development team (at least, unknown in the English VN circle)
has almost 1500 reviews, and 3 curator reviews, after one month. What's more, 100% of the helpful\/recommended reviews are
positive, and almost all of them have been voted on 20+ times. The play times of these reviewers vary from 2-3 hours to as
much as 13+ hours (which contradicts with the play times of the most recent reviews, some of which are less than 1 hour). Two
of the helpful\/recommended reviews are almost identical; to paraphrase, they both praise the true ending, and are both one
sentence long in total. These are all my unbiased observations, and I have done no further research into these observations to
turn them into anything more. Take them for what you will.
END DISCLAIMER.
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